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Abstrat

This paper disusses the seurity aspets of a registration protool in a mobile

satellite ommuniation system. We propose a new mobile user authentiation and data

enryption sheme for mobile satellite ommuniation systems. The sheme an remedy

a replay attak.
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I Introdution

Wireless ommuniations have ontinuously advaned through reent times. Wireless om-

muniation systems are losely related to our daily life. The innovative wireless tehniques

are developed through ontinuous invention. The Mobile Satellite Communiation System

(MSCS) is the present ulmination of this ontinuous researh and development.

Numerous satellite ommuniation systems have been developed. These mobile ommu-

niation systems have some ommon harateristis: large broadasting range and om-

muniation area. Beause of these harateristis, satellite ommuniations do not have

geographi or environmental limitations (dead spae). Satellite systems an ommuniation

around the globe. Therefore, the best ommuniations system for out of the way terrain or

tall mountain ranges is a mobile satellite ommuniation system.

To ensure stability, a entral satellite-proessing unit is used in the stability model. The

omputation ability of this proessing unit is not powerful, so the satellite annot perform

omplex omputations. Moreover, the available ommuniation bandwidth is not always

suÆient for satellite ommuniation systems. Other researh has been aimed at this same

problem [2℄.

The traditional satellite ommuniation system is plaed in Geostationary Earth Orbit

(GEO). Beause the GEO distane is far from the earth there is a signal ommuniation

delay problem. GEO is therefore not �t for use in a personal Communiation System (PC-

S). Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite ommuniation systems have reently been developed.

In general, the LEO satellite ommuniation system onstitutes exat global MSCS using

sixty-six LEO satellites [5℄. The LEO satellite orbits loser to the earth than the GEO

satellite. There are three main advantages in LEO satellite systems: the signal ommu-

niation attenuation is small, the signal ommuniation delay time is short, and the data
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ommuniation hannels are wide but narrower than GEO. Therefore, the LEO satellites

are �t for use in PCS [3℄.

Communiation seurity has always been an important issue [7, 8℄. A satellite ommuni-

ations system ommuniates with wireless messages. Beause the data is transmitted over

the air, transmitted data is easy to steal or falsify. Seurity for wireless ommuniations is

thus an important researh topi [10℄.

There are two seurity requirements for ommuniation systems. One is that an eaves-

dropper annot interept messages during the ommuniation. Two is that the servie is

not obtained fraudulently in order to avoid usage harge; that is prevention of fraud by en-

suring that the user's portable units are authenti. Sine the main purpose of LEO satellite

is only to forward messages to the reeiver, the LEO satellite are not provided powerful

omputation. It is important researh topi that how to authentiate a legal user for mobile

satellite ommuniation systems with low omputations.

In 1996, Cruikshank proposed an authentiation protool for satellite networks [4℄. His

protool uses a publi-key ryptosystem for mutual authentiation between the mobile user

and satellite network and uses a seret key to enrypt on�dential data. The authentiation

protool enryption/deryption uses omplex omputations. The mobile user must have a

large and powerful omputation unit to omply with this protool. Although this protool

an satisfy the above two seurity requirements, it is high omputation for LEO satellite

systems. In this paper, we propose an eÆient authentiation protool for LEO satellite

systems.

Communiations seurity is important in a LEO satellite ommuniation system. In this

paper, we propose a seure sheme for mobile user authentiation and seure ommunia-

tions. In the next setion, the LEO mobile satellite ommuniation system is introdued.

We introdue our sheme in Setion 3. Setion 4 gives a seurity analysis of our sheme.

Finally, Setion 5 gives some onluding remarks.

II LEO Satellite Communiation System

The LEO satellite ommuniation system is omprised of LEO satellites, a gateway, mobile

users and a Network Control Center (NCC) [9℄. Many LEO ommuniation systems have

been developed [5℄. The LEO satellite manages ommuniations between the mobile user

and the gateway, a mobile user and other mobile users, a gateway and other gateways, a

gateway and the NCC, or LEO satellite with other LEO satellites in the system (shown

in Figure 1). The gateway presides over ommuniations with NCC and LEO satellites.

Moreover, it is onneted with loal teleommuniations systems to produe a diversi�ed

ommuniations system [6℄.

The LEO satellite orbit is near the earth. The ommuniation signal delay time is short,

and the signal weakness is slight. The satellite provides a broad ommuniation bandwidth

[1℄. The LEO ommuniation range is smaller by virtue of its nearness to the earth. The

LEO orbit time is short. The orbit is always between two and four hours. This orbit

time prevents ommuniation breaks. When the LEO leaves its ommuniation station, the

signal is handed over to the next LEO. The mobile users and satellites have a hand-over

problem in the LEO satellite ommuniation system.

III Our Sheme

There are two phases in our sheme: mobile user registration and the mobile user authenti-

ation phase. We use a session key to enrypt on�dential data. We introdue these phases

in the next sub-setions.
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Figure 1: A simple LEO satellite ommuniation system

3.1 Mobile User Registration Phase

Before aessing a LEO satellite ommuniations system servie, the mobile user must

register as a legal user in the system. The gateway alloates the newmobile user a permanent

identity (U

ID

), seret key (K

md

), and a temporary identity (T

ID

). The gateway sends the

mobile user's identity to NCC over a seret hannel. After the user registration phase, the

mobile user stores a message (U

ID

; T

ID

;K

md

) in private. The NCC stores these messages

(U

ID

; T

ID

;K

md

) and LEO

ID

for eah mobile user. Here, K

md

denotes a seret key shared

by the mobile user and the NCC. LEO

ID

denotes the identity ID of LEO.

3.2 Mobile User Authentiation Phase

When a mobile user wants to ommuniate with other mobile users, that mobile user must be

authentiated. A mobile user authentiation protool is shown in Figure 2. Some notations

in our proposed method are denoted as follows:

� AUTH Request: LEO sends a request for mobile user authentiation.

� U

ID

: A mobile user identity in the system.

� T

ID

: A mobile user temporary identity in the system.

� K

md

: A session key between the mobile user and NCC.

� K

md

(�): A symmetri ryptosystem (i.e. DES-like) with seret key K

md

.

The proedures of our sheme are shown as follows. The arrow indiates the diretion of

message transmission and the data after the olon is the transmitted message. For example,
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Figure 2: A mobile user authentiation protool

the statement, (LEO ! MS: AUTH Request), means that the message (AUTH Request) is

transmitted from LEO to MS.

� Step 1: LEO ! MS: AUTH Request.

LEO sends an authentiation request to the mobile user.

� Step 2: MS ! LEO: T

ID

, K

md

(U

ID

; T

ID

).

When the mobile user reeives the authentiation request, the mobile user enrypts

his/her identity U

ID

and T

ID

with the session key K

md

. Then, the MS sends the

enrypted message and T

ID

to LEO.

� Step 3: LEO ! NCC: T

ID

, K

md

(U

ID

; T

ID

); LEO

ID

.

When LEO reeives the messages from the MS, it appends his/her identity (LEO

I

D)

to the message and sends the messages to the NCC.

� Step 4: NCC ! LEO: T

ID

, K

md

(T

ID

; T

0

ID

;K

0

md

); LEO

ID

.

1. NCC reeives these messages from LEO. The NCC authentiates whether LEO

ID

from the LEO is lawful. If the LEO is legal, NCC uses T

ID

to obtain the session

key between the MS and NCC using the lookup table. Next, the NCC obtains

the mobile user's ID and T

ID

by deiphering K

md

(U

ID

; T

ID

). The NCC heks

if the derypted T

ID

is equal to the anteedent T

ID

. The NCC also heks U

ID

.

2. If the mobile user's ID is legal, the NCC randomly generates a new T

0

ID

and a

new session key (K

0

md

) for the user and updates the new data in the database.

The NCC enrypts the old T

ID

, new T

0

ID

, and new K

0

md

with the old session key

K

md

. Next, the NCC sends the enrypted messages, the old T

ID

, and LEO

ID

to LEO.
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� Step 5: LEO ! MS: T

ID

, K

md

(T

ID

; T

0

ID

;K

0

md

).

When LEO reeives the message, it on�rms the LEO

ID

, and forwards the messages

to the mobile user.

� Step 6: MS.

When the mobile user reeives the message, the MS uses the old session key to derypt

the message (T

ID

, T

0

ID

, K

0

md

) and veri�es the old T

ID

. The MS stores the new T

0

ID

and new session key K

0

md

. In the next ommuniation, the mobile user uses the new

T

0

ID

and session key for authentiation.

IV Seurity Analysis

The mobile user identity U

ID

is enrypted between MS and NCC. Therefore, the mobile

user's loation is proteted.

The NCC generates a new T

ID

for eah mobile user in eah session. The T

ID

is used only

one-time. An attaker annot use the old T

ID

to impersonate the mobile user.

Our sheme uses a session key to enrypt the messages. In order to avoid the replay

attak, the NCC and the mobile user hange their session keys in eah session. It is diÆult

to use the guessing and replay attaks against our sheme. In addition, LEO does not know

the session key. Therefore, it annot derypt and obtain the transmitted messages.

V Conlusion

We have proposed a simple authentiation sheme for MSCS. The sheme not only re-

dues the omputation but also enhanes the seurity. In this study, we used a symmetri

ryptosystem to attain this objetive.
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